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Doctoral Dissertation of Xiamen University
The Enumeration of Perfect Matchings of Graphs
and Related Problems
ABSTRACT
The enumeration problem of perfect matchings in graphs is an important subject
in the graph theory. There are a number of important applications in qua tum chem-
istry and statistical physics. For general graphs, even bipartite graphs, it is well known
that the problem is#P-complete. In this thesis, we mainly consider the enumeration
problem of perfect matchings of the quadrilateral lattices and honeycomb lattices em-
bedded on the boundaryless closed surfaces and the lower bound fr the number of
perfect matchings of a class ofr-regular graphs.
Thomassen proved that the torus and the Klein bottle are the only two bound-
aryless surfaces on which the quadrilateral lattices and the honeycomb lattices can
embed when he studied regular tilings. He had described all quadrilateral lattices
embedding on the torus and the Klein bottle which are denoted byQm,n,r, Qk,l and
Qm,n,x (x = a, b, c, f, g, h), respectively. Meanwhile, he had also described all hon-
eycomb lattices embedded on the torus and the Klein bottle which are denoted by
H2m,n,r, Hk,l andHm,n,x (x = a, b, c, d, f), respectively. Lu and Wu§Lu, Zhang and
Lin obtained the number of perfect matchings ofQm,n,a andQm,n,x (x = b, c, f, g) by
the plane model and the crossing orientation of graphs, respectively. Kasteleyn, Lu,
Zhang and Lin considered the enumeration problem of perfect matchings ofQm,n,r.
Klein discussed the enumeration problem of perfect matchings ofH2m,n,r by using
transfer matrix when andr have the same parity. In this thesis, we further consider
the enumeration problem of perfect matchings ofQk,l andH2m,n,r embedding on the
torus. We give a plane model and a crossing orientation ofQk,l and prove that the
crossing orientation is a Pfaffian orientation whenl is even forQk,l. Two explicit ex-
pressions for the number of perfect matchings ofQk,l are derived whenk ≡ 0 (mod 4)
andk ≡ 2 (mod 4) by enumerating Pfaffians, respectively. The entropies (free energy















the torus are discussed as the numbers of vertices tend to infinity by their expressions
for the number of perfect matchings. ForH2m,n,r, we classify all the perfect match-
ings ofH2m,n,r and obtain their signed weights by the plane model and the crossing
orientation given. The expressions for the number of perfect matchings ofH2m,n,r are
obtained when is even and odd by enumerating the linear combinations of Pfaffians,
respectively.
In 1970s, Lov́asz and Plummer proposed a well-known conjecture for the lower
bound on the number of perfect matchings ofr-regular graphs: for every integerr > 3
there exist constantsc1(r) > 1 andc2(r) > 0 such that everyr-regular 1-extendable
graph on2n vertices contains at leastc2(r) · c1(r)n perfect matchings. Furthermore,
c1(r) → ∞ as r → ∞. This turned out to be true forr-regular bipartite graphs
and 3-regular graphs. In this thesis, we study the lower bound on the number of
perfect matchings ofr-klee-graphs which arer-regular. Anr-klee-graph is inductively
defined as being either complete graphKr+1 or the graphG obtained from anr-klee-
graphG′ by replacing a vertexu with a complete graphKr such that all its vertices are
respectively adjacent tor adjacent vertices ofu in G′, wherer is a positive integer. A
graph is said to be a near r-klee-graph if it is obtained from anr-klee-graph by deleting
a vertex. A tree is said to ber-regular if all but leaves have the degree. We first show
that there is a bijection betweenr-klee-graphs and(r +1)-regular trees in the sense of
isomorphism. Based on the structural properties of(r+1)-regular trees, we prove that
r-klee-graphs are bicritical and for nearr-klee-graphs there exists a unique partition
of the set of vertices such that the subset is an isolated vertex or thesubgraph induced
by the subset of vertices is a nearr-klee-graph. We present the lower bounds on the
number of perfect matchings ofr-klee-graphs whenr is even and odd, respectively.
The results above verify that the conjecture is true forr-klee-graphs.
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1Ù XØã{Oê¯K´ãØ­ïÄK§§3þfzÆÚÚOÔnÆ¥þk~­A^. ãG{§ÔnÆ[¡ǑDimer.£Dimer configuration¤§zÆ[¡ǑKekulé(£Kekulé
structure¤. ã§=´Üã{Oê¯K´#P-. ©ÌïÄ,
ãa{Oê9Ù'¯K.
§ 1.1 ÄVgÚPÒG = (V (G), E(G)´{üã§Ù¥V (G)ÚE(G)©OL«ãGº:8Ú>8. ãG¥º:v¤kº:8Ü¡Ǒv8§PǑNG(v)©XJ|NG(v)| = 0§K¡º:vǑá:©ãG¥º:v'é>ê8¡Ǒº:vÝ§PǑdG(v)©XJéãG¤kº:vþkdG(v) = k§K¡G´k-K©ãG^(v0, vk)å»´kSW = v0e1v1e2v2 · · · ekvk§§O/Ǒº:Ú>§é1 ≤ i ≤ k§eià:´vi−1Úvi©Ù¥v0Úvk©O¡ǑWå:Úª:©XJå»W>e1, e2, . . . , ekpØÓ§KW¡Ǒ,¶XJå»Wº:v0, v1, . . . , vkǑpØÓ§KW¡Ǒ´§nº:´PǑPn. AO/§å:Úª:­Ü´¡Ǒ§Ǒn¡Ǒn§PǑCn. éuãGüº:uÚv§XJ3G¥3^(u, v)å»§K¡º:uÚv´ëÏ©ãGëÏ=G¥?¿üº:þ´ëÏ©ãG(ëÏ)©|½ÂǑG4ëÏfã¶G£ëÏ¤©|êPǑc(G)©w,§GëÏ¿©7^´c(G) = 1©XJrãG,^>^^´5O§K·¡rù^>¿©.XJ¿©ãG,















{{(u1, u2), (v1, v2)}|u1 = v1{u2, v2} ∈ E(H),½öu2 = v2{u1, v1} ∈ E(G)}.XJV (H) ⊆ V (G)E(H) ⊆ E(G)§K¡HǑGfã¶AO/§XJV (H) = V (G)§K¡HǑG)¤fã. V ′´V (G)º:f8©G[V ′]L«G¥dº:f8V ′Ñfã§¡Ǒ:Ñfã. V \V ′L«áuVØáuV ′º:8. G − V ′L«lG¥íØV ′¥º:±9ù
º:'é>¤fã¶AO/§V ′ = {v}§rG − {v}{PǑG − v©E′´E(G)>f8©Ó/§G[E′]L«G¥d>f8E′Ñfã§¡Ǒ>Ñfã. G − E′ÚG + E′©OL«lG¥íØÚV\E′¥>¤fã¶AO/§E′ = {e}§^G − eÚG + e5©OOG − {e}ÚG + {e}©3{üãG¥§XJc(G − e) > c(G)§K¡>eǑG>©?¿üØÓº:þ{üã¡Ǒã©3Ó¿Âe§nº:ãk§PǑKn . Ø¹ëÏã¡Ǒä§PǑT©XJãGº:8y©¤ü8Ü(U,W )§z^>ÑTkà:3U¥,à:3W¥§K¡GǑÜã§PǑG(U,W ). ÏǑÜã¿©7^´Ø¹Û§¤±äw,´Üã©XJÜãG(U,W )zº:Ø3Óf8¥¤kº:þ§K¡GǑÜã§PǑKn1,n2§Ù¥ni (i = 1, 2)©OL«f8UVº:ê. AO/§K1,nq¡Ǒn(ã.M´E(G)f8©XJM¥?¿ü^>þúà:§K¡MǑãG£matching¤. XJ|M | = k§K¡MǑG¥k-. XJãGM¥>T'éG¤kº:§K¡MǑ{£perfect














1Ù XØ£matching-covered graph¤. w,§CXãǑ´1-*ã. G´¹k{ã§H´Gfã§XJGKH¥º:±9ù
º:'é> §eã¹k{§K¡H´£nice¤. XJãG¥C ⊆ M1 ∪ M2§K¡CǑ§Ù¥M1,M2ǑãGü{.ãGkº:XÚ´k«Ú1, 2, . . . , kéuGº:©¶XJ«XÚ?¿üº:þ©ØÓÚ§K¡TXÚ´~©éu?¿¢êx§⌊x⌋L«Øuxê§⌈x⌉L«Øuxê.©¤9âþ´IO§ëBondy[2]Lovász[64].k
VgÚPÒò3Ù'Ù!¥Ñ©
§ 1.2 {A^µnØǑãØÄ:©|®kzõïÄ{¤§ÏïÄóÌ8¥3XÛ½ã´Ä3X{. Petersen3ù¡
k°5ó§u18913©[81]¥Äky²
zëÏ>3-KãÑk{. éuÜã§IêÆ[Frobeniusu19173©[34]¥Ñ
§{35¿^§=G(U,W )k{=|U | = |W |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ã 1.1 %zÜÔ9ÙéAHückelã. ãG  {   êΦ(G)  m  3  ½  ' X §Swinborne-
Sheldrake!HerndonÚGutman[90]ÏLÚOêây
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